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Author contributions 20 XZ imputed genotypes, performed SNP and individual QC, and conducted GWAS in F 34 and F 39-21 43 AILs under supervision of AAP. AAP also provided computational resources for the analyses 22 in this paper. CS prepared GBS libraries for sequencing, as well as organizing portions of the 23 F 39-43 phenotypes. NMG de-multiplexed GBS sequencing results and performed alignment and 24 variant calling. RC helped with kinship relatedness matrix calculated from AIL pedigree. AC 25 provided technical support for running programs and scripts. GS collected F 39-43 phenotypes, 26
respectively. XZ co-wrote the manuscript with AAP, who designed the study and oversaw data 27 collection.
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Data Availability
30
All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files. The GeneNetwork 31 accession numbers for genotypes and phenotypes of F 34 , F 39-43 , and mega-analysis cohort of 32 AIL are currently pending but will be secured prior to final acceptance/publication. 
84
The longest running mouse AIL was generated by crossing LG/J and SM/J inbred 85 strains, which were selectively bred for large and small body size. We obtained this AIL in 2006 86 at generation 33 from Dr. James Cheverud (Jmc: LG,SM-G 33 , Washington University in St.
87
Louis). Since then, we have collected genotype and phenotype information from multiple Table) ,
146
indicating that a dense marker panel was able to detect more association signals compared to a 147 sparse marker panel. Significant lead loci in F 34 GBS and array are summarized in Table S4 .
148
We considered whether the disparity between the numbers of loci identified by the two 
154
We found that imputed array genotypes and imputed GBS genotypes did not meaningfully 155 increase the number of new loci discoveries ( Fig S5) , indicating that the greater number of 156 genome-wide significant associations obtained using the GBS SNPs could not be overcome by
158 Under a polygenic model where a large number of additive common variants contribute 159 to a complex trait, heritability estimates could be higher when more SNPs are considered [53] .
160
Given that there were more GBS SNPs than array SNPs, we used autosomal SNPs to examine 161 whether GBS SNPs would generate higher SNP heritability estimates compared to the sparse 162 array SNPs. Heritability estimates were similar for the two SNP sets, with the exception of 163 agouti coat color, which showed marginally greater heritability for the GBS SNPs (S6 Fig; S5 164 Table) . Our results show that while the denser GBS SNP set was able to identify more genome-165 wide significant loci, greater SNP density did not improve the polygenic signal. Table) . Locomotor activity on 172 days 1 and 2, albino and agouti coat color, and body weight were highly genetically correlated 173 (r G s >0.7). In contrast, locomotor activity on day 3 showed a significant but weaker genetic 174 correlation (r G =0.577), perhaps reflecting variability in the quality of the methamphetamine 175 injection, which was not given on days 1 and 2. Overall, these results suggest that genetic 176 influences on these traits were broadly similar in the two cohorts. Despite the relatively robust Table) .
181

Replication of loci detected in F 34 using F 39-43
182 Using the dense GBS SNP set, we identified 27 genome-wide significant loci in 21 out of 183 49 F 39-43 phenotypes. A subset of those traits, including coat color, body weight, and locomotor 184 activity, were also phenotyped in the F 34 AILs (S8 Table) . To assess replication, we determined 185 whether loci that were significant in one cohort (either F 34 or F 39-43 ) would also be significant in 186 the other. We termed the cohort in which a locus was initially discovered as its "discovery set"
187 and the cohort we attempted replication in as the "replication set" ( associated loci were replicated in the reciprocal (replication) cohorts. We also used the "sign 193 test" to determine whether the directions of the effect (beta) of the loci were in the same 194 direction between the discovery and replication cohorts. We found that 11 of 13 loci passed this 195 much less stringent test of replication. The two loci that did not pass the sign test were the two 196 locomotor loci "discovered" in F 39-43 (Table 1) . Mega-analysis 200 Due to the high genetic correlations between cohorts (S6 Table) , we suspected that a 201 mega-analysis using the combined sample set would allow for the identification of additional 202 loci. This analysis identified four novel genome-wide significant associations that were not 203 discovered in either individual cohort (Fig 3; Table 2; S9 Table) .
12 204 205 Fig 7; [54]), one locus on 14 238 chromosome 7 for mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentrations (MCHC, complete blood count;
239 S7 Fig; [55] ), and numerous loci on chromosome 4, 6, 7, 8, and 11 for muscle weights 240 ( Supplementary Fig 7; [37]). We noticed that while using the same set of F 34 array genotypes, 241 some previously published loci were not detected in our GWAS. The most likely explanation is 242 that we had only 428 of the 688 mice used in the previous publications in this study.
243
Methodological differences between prior studies and the current study, such as the use of 244 QTLRel rather than GEMMA and the choice of pedigree rather than genotypes in relatedness 245 calculation, may also lead to lack of complete replication [56].
246
F 39-43 AILs replicated some, but not all, significant loci identified in F 34 , despite generally 247 high genetic correlations between the two cohorts. Significant loci for coat color, which are 248 monogenic and viewed as positive controls, were consistent between the two AIL cohorts. Loci 249 for body weight were fully replicated between F 34 and F 39-43 using the p<0.05 cutoff for the 250 replication cohort, whereas loci for locomotor activity were not. Nevertheless, the beta estimates 251 for all but two loci shared the same sign, which provides modest evidence for replication. The 
256
We performed a mega-analysis using F 34 and F 39-43 AIL mice. The combined dataset 257 increased our power and allowed us to identify four novel genome-wide significant associations 258 that were not detected in either the F 34 or the F 39-43 cohorts. For example, the mega-analysis 259 identified a locus for body weight on chromosome 2 ( Fig S7) 274 [65]). For example, the benefit of the denser SNP coverage is easily observed in the locus on 275 chromosome 7 for "complete blood count, repeat measure of retic parameters, cell hemoglobin 276 concentration mean" (Fig S7) . Thus, there are advantages of dense SNP sets that go beyond 277 the ability to discover additional loci (Table 1) .
278
Our study has notable limitations. First, not all F 34 and F 39-43 animals that were 279 phenotyped were later genotyped by GBS due to missing tissue samples, which in turn lowered 280 our sample size and reduced the power of association analyses. Second, F 39-43 traits have been 281 collected by different technicians over the span of several years, which introduced noise and 282 diminished trait heritability (Fig 2) .
283
The present study explored the role of marker density and imputation in GWAS.
284
Furthermore, the combination of denser marker coverage and the addition of 600 F 
Materials and Methods
291
Animals 292
All mice used in this study were members of the advanced intercross line (AIL) between
293
LG/J and SM/J that was originally created by Dr. James Cheverud (Washington University, St.
294
Louis, MO). The AIL line has been maintained in the Palmer laboratory since generation F 33 .
295
Age and exact number of animals tested in each phenotype are described in S1 333 We have found that large genetic studies are often hampered by cross-contamination 334 between samples and sample mix-ups. We used four features of the data to identify problematic 335 samples: heterozygosity distribution, proportion of reads aligned to sex chromosomes, 336 pedigree/kinship, and coat color. We first examined heterozygosity across autosomes and 337 removed animals where the proportion of heterozygosity that was more than 3 standard 338 deviations from the mean (S1 Fig). Next, we sought to identify animals in which the recorded 339 sex did not agree with the sequencing data. We compared the ratio of reads mapped to the X 340 and Y chromosomes. The 95% CI for this ratio was 196.84 to 214.3 in females and 2.13 to 2.18 341 in males. Twenty-two F 34 and F 39-43 animals were removed because their sex (as determined by 342 reads ratio) did not agree with their recorded sex; we assumed this discrepancy was due to 343 sample mix-ups. To further identify mislabeled samples, we calculated kinship coefficients 344 based on the full AIL pedigree using QTLRel. We then calculated a genetic relatedness matrix 345 (GRM) using IBDLD, which estimates identity by descent using genotype data. The comparison 346 between pedigree kinship relatedness and genetic kinship relatedness identified 7 pairs of 347 animals that showed obvious disagreement between kinship coefficients and the GRM. Lastly,
QC of individuals
348
we excluded 14 F 39-43 animals that showed discordance between their recorded coat color and 349 their genotypes at markers flanking Tyr, which causes albinism in mice. The numbers of animals 350 filtered at each step are listed in S2 Table) .
355
GBS genotype quality was estimated by examining concordance between the 66 SNPs that 356 were present in both the array and GBS genotyping results. Genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) 370 We used the linear mixed model, as implemented in GEMMA [44] , to perform a GWAS 
383
AILs (see covariates used in [36] ). We used sex and age as covariates for all other phenotypes.
384
Covariates for each analysis are shown in S1 strong assumption in an AIL), did not have high -log10 values. We only examined SNPs that 394 obtained significant p-values; these examinations reveled that these SNPs had suspicious ratios 395 of heterozygotes to homozygotes calls and had corresponding HWE p-values that were close to 396 our 1.0×10 -6 threshold (S10 and S11 Tables). To avoid counting these as novel loci, we 397 removed those SNPs prior to summarizing our results as they likely reflected genotyping errors.
399
Selecting independent significant SNPs 400 To identify independent "lead loci" among significant GWAS SNPs that surpass the 401 significance threshold, we used the LD-based clumping method in PLINK v1.9. We empirically 402 chose clumping parameters (r 2 = 0.1 and sliding window size = 12,150kb) that gave us a 21 403 conservative set of independent SNPs (S3 Table) . For the coat color phenotypes, we found that 404 multiple SNPs remained significant even after LD-based clumping, presumably due to the 405 extremely significant associations at these Mendelian loci. In these cases, we used a stepwise 
